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Background
This project was a Repairs and Maintenance project for 
the National Department of Public Works. It consisted 
of the upgrading of 9 buildings in Gansbay harbour, the  
harbour wall as well as extensive civil work.

The buildings which were upgraded included the entrance 
gatehouse, the administration building, the manager’s 
house, a winch house and slipway, a fish trading shed, a 
public ablution block, a lecture room and two boatsheds.

design 
Due to the harsh weather conditions in this marine  
environment, a high standard and quality of work was  
important that could ensure low maintenance of the  
buildings in future. It was also important to make the 
buildings more functional.

At the gatehouse a toilet area and small tea sink was 
added to fulfil the needs of the security staff. The ablution 
block had a leaking septic tank that had to be removed 
while a disabled toilet and public showers were also  
installed. Vandal proof fittings and brightly coloured tile 
work was incorporated to give life to the public facility.

The manager’s house was in an extremely poor  
condition with water penetrating through the North West 
facades. The house was also sagging due to the lack of 
proper foundations. The windows were replaced on the 
North West facade while it was re-plastered and painted 
with a waterproofing agent. The entire house had to be 
underpinned. Small  design changes in the interior were 
also made to improve the quality of the house. A shower 
was added to the bathroom and the kitchen remodelled 
to include a laundry area. The granny flat at the garage 
was also redesigned while the driveway was paved and 
neatened.

The Fish shed at the water-edge was being used as a 
storage area and was in a very dilapidated condition. The 
shed was therefore restored with a newly constructed 
roof and plastered and painted  to a level where it could 
be useful to the local fisherman to off load, clean and sell 
their fresh fish.

The winch house was built out of vibacrete walls while 
the storage area did not have a proper roof. A skin of  
brickwork was therefore added with a new roof  
constructed across the entire building. For public safety a 
fence was introduced around the buildings and slipway.

The small lecture room was upgraded with a new  roof, 
insulation and a ceiling. It is now a multipurpose space 
used for training and meetings.

The administration building houses two organisations. 
The habour management and harbour crime preven-
tion. The interior had to be re designed to fulfil their  
organisational needs while  the building had to be made 
accessible for the disabled.

The red shed which is used for storage purposes as well 
as an annual flower festival was also upgraded. The  
boatshed in the new harbour had to totally be restored as 
it was in a very poor condition. The retaining walls had 
to be rebuilt, while the corrugated sheeting was replaced 
and the concrete floor repaired. The harbour wall, slipway 
and parking areas were also restored and made safe for 
public usage.

The project has improved the overall conditions of the 
harbour. The upgrading has contributed to the economic 
activity in the harbour and encouraged private tenants to 
upgrade their own buildings and outdoor areas. 
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